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ABSTRACT 
Desktop Grid middleware enables the connection of two or 

more computer systems to work together by harnessing their 

processing power to perform complex computational task. 

Desktop Grid Computing is fault tolerant due to the fact that, 

the failure of one computer system does not halt the execution 

process of the assigned task. This research study explore in 

detail about desktop grid computing and computer simulation. 

It discuss briefly about the child mortality birth and death rate 

in West African countries. The challenges of the existing 

systems used to predict child mortality birth and death rate in 

West African States were highlighted; thus a proposed system 

solution called “Desktop Grid Middleware to Speed up 

Smul8” was modeled to resolve some of the flaws of the 

existing system. The responsibility of the proposed system is 

to speed up the execution process via Simul8 to predict the 

total number of child mortality birth and death rate, within a 

specified timeframe (e g. from the year 2016 to 2090) at the 

shortest possible time by combining the processing powers of 

four Computer Systems. The proposed system solution was 

also recommended to health agencies and other humanitarian 

agencies and end with a conclusion.  
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
The emergence of Desktop grid middleware has impacted 

positively in business organizations, health sector and 

scientific research purposes. According to [27], Grid 

computing is a model of distributed computing that uses 

geographically and administratively disparate resources that 

are found on the network. These resources include processing 

power, storage facilities and processing speed e t c. The idea 

of grid computing is to harness the idle processing power of 

computer systems on a network to speed up the execution of 

specific task. The structure of grid computing system is often 

based on a central system splitting a given tasks or job into 

fragments, thereby dispatching them to other work stations to 

execute. The main benefit of grid computing is that, jobs are 

executed within a limited timeframe. Also, it speed up 

simulation processes that deals on forecasting weather 

conditions, profits to be made in a business firm and other 

intensive scientific computational tasks e t c. 

2. GRID COMPUTING 
Grid computing is a hardware and software infrastructure that 

enables the integrated and collaborative use of computers and 

networks owned and managed by multiple organizations [5]. 

This means that authorized end-Users can access resources 

that reside on the interconnected networks of organizations 

from remote computers. It is said that Grid computing uses 

some elements of the internet (such as the internet protocol) to 

actualize its connection. The internet is about getting 

computers to talk together while grid computing is about 

getting computers to work together [10]. There are different 

types of grid computing middleware which are called Globus, 

Boinc, Condor and Legion e t c. The most widely used is the 

globus middleware. The globus grid middleware is a multi-

institutional research effort to create a basic infrastructure and 

high level services for a computational grid [19]. This 

involves an infrastructure for resource sharing (such as 

hardware, and applications) within two or more organizations. 

These middleware grids enable high productivity by 

increasing the average computational performance available 

to important applications “regardless of the spatial distribution 

of both resources and users” [19]. 

2.1  Desktop Grid Computing 
Desktop grid computing is a computing paradigm that 

achieves a high throughput computing by harvesting a number 

of idle computing resources on the internet [39]. These 

resources (such as database application, processing speed, 

storage capability etc.) may be part of similar Local Area 

Networks that are interconnected globally over the internet. 

[11] argues that the power of network storage and computing 

resources is projected to double every 9,12 and 18 months 

respectively; which represents enormous computing resources 

to the public. This could result to software applications having 

non-trivial processing specifications to run faster using 

available computer resources. 

According to [14], desktop grid computing has achieved 

tremendous computing power with low cost, through 

opportunistic sharing to exploit large collections of personal 

computers and workstations across the internet. It is said that 
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desktop grid computing middleware consist of the master, 

manager worker architecture. Whereby, “a trusted master 

supplies jobs to a set of volunteer workers via the manager” 

[42]. 

According to [39], desktop grid computing environment 

mainly comprises of clients, volunteers and volunteer server. 

In our own case, the client can be express as a master, while 

the volunteers and volunteer server may be workers and 

manager. The master sends job and the workers (volunteer) is 

a donator that is willing to share its computing resources. The 

manager (server) is responsible for controlling workers and 

jobs send by the master. For instance, when a master submit 

job to the manager, thus the task is divided into sub task by 

the manager and dispatch the sub-divided tasks to workers 

[27]. Each volunteers or workers performs its own share of 

task and return a result to the manager, which in turn pass the 

result to the master. 

An important feature of desktop grid computing is 

decentralization control and management of resources. It 

allows resources provisioning, utilization and reconfiguration 

without the intersection by centralized management [13]. This 

means that all networks that are interconnected to form the 

desktop grid environment can maintain their own resources. 

They do not have to rely on a centralized based system and 

resources (such as date, software application and processing) 

to perform jobs. Centralized system are not hundred percent 

reliable because data or resources could be loss due to system 

failure [13].  

2.2 Types of Desktop Grid Computing  
There are three main types of desktop Grid Computing which 

includes Global, Local and Commercial Desktop Grid. Global 

Desktop Grid (also known as public Desktop Grids) consists 

of a publicly accessible server providing services to clients 

[1]. Clients can use computers to request for information from 

the server at anytime, anywhere and there is no assurance that 

a client which started the computation will finish the 

computational process. [25], describes commercial enterprise 

desktop grid as infrastructure that is confined to an 

institutional boundary. The idleness of processing capacity of 

an enterprise’s personal computers is used to support the 

execution of the enterprise’s applications.  These computer 

systems could be scattered all over various departments within 

the enterprise company. An enterprise could be a large 

company that has branches all over the world; with multiple 

interconnected computer networks, or a small company 

residing in one building with a single local area network. 

Local desktop grid is especially used for businesses. They 

tend not to send out application or data to un-trusted third 

parties (an outside or the world). This is achievable when the 

“project and clients are shielded from the world by firewalls 

and other network security measures” [23]. This enables 

clients to access local resources securely and flexible. 

Performance is more likely to be predictable since the 

resources are not voluntarily offered. There are quit similarity 

between commercial enterprise and local desktop grid. This 

was argued by [15], which said that both are intended for 

institutional and industrial use. 

3. COMPUTER SIMULATION 
Computer simulation is used to determine the challenges or 

risks that are prevalent with new systems or updating an 

existing system. Presently, organizations always want to be 

assured that investment in the acquisition of ICT facilities 

meet expected result. [20], Simulation is the use of computer 

program to model a real world system, in order to validate 

decisions affecting the system.  It can also be describe as a 

technique used for emulating the behavior of a specific event 

or system by means of a model, in other to actualize 

information more precisely or to train personnel more 

effectively and efficiently. A computer based simulation is a 

program that embodies some aspect of the world, allows the 

user to make inputs to the model, and displays the result [36]. 

In order words, it emulates real event or system and provides 

the opportunity to make changes either to upgrade the system 

performance or to make correction. According to [35], 

Computer simulation is used to reduce the risk associated with 

creating new systems or making changes to existing ones. 

[26] defined computer simulation as the manipulation of a 

model in such a way that it operates on time or space to 

compress it, thus enabling one to perceive the interactions that 

would not otherwise be apparent because of their separation in 

time or space. In other words, it can be used to determine the 

interactions that occur between system components that 

would not be visible due to their separation in time and space, 

with the aid of application software. Modeling on the other 

hand is used to represent a system as specific point in time 

with the aid of objects in other to enhance understanding of 

the real system. 

Computer simulation tends to impact positively in every 

sector such as the educational, business firms and health 

Government e t c.  According to [41] software development 

organizations has benefited tremendously in the used of 

programmed simulation to improve project management, 

training and enhancing strategic management software 

development. Also, it enables software designers to 

characterize or visualize a system that is yet to exist, so as to 

achieve an optimum solution. For instance, “using computer 

simulation to model manufacturing facility for experiment, 

with layout of different capacity machines and storage bins, 

for preparation and transfer of material, so as to improve 

efficiency” [26]. In the educational sector, computer 

simulation allows researchers to achieve accurate and analytic 

techniques that may be use for design and analyzing a system. 

In order words, computer simulations are used as a “research 

tools to establish trends, demonstrate relationship between 

system parameters or make predictions about the future” [12]. 

There are different kinds of simulation methods which 

includes dynamic, discrete event and static simulation. 

Dynamic or continuous simulation technique is used to 

simulate an event or systems in which the variables changes 

continuously [29]. Dynamic simulations are mostly use for the 

predictions of rocket trajectories, hydrogen bomb dynamics, 

electric circuit simulation and flight testing exercise or event e 

t c. Discrete event simulation is when the variable of a system 

or event changes simultaneously over a specific discrete 

period of time and discrete steps or procedures [8].  Good 

examples of discrete event simulation are the forecasting of 

weather condition, predicting the population of humans 

residing in a specific geographical location e t c. Static 

Simulation takes a snapshot at a single point in time e g. 

Monte Carlo simulation. It captures events that must be 

sensitized waiting to be executed in the future. 

Monte Carlo simulation is a type of simulation that relies on 

repeated random sampling and statistical analysis to compute 

the results [37]. It is often use as a method of executing what 

software programmers called What-If analysis or event, 

whereby a set conditions must be met before they are 
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executed. However, [3] stated that “Monte Carlo methods are 

extensively used in financial institutions to compute European 

option prices, to evaluate sensitivities of portfolios to various 

parameters and to compute risk measurements”. It is mostly 

implemented on Microsoft Excel worksheet and has been used 

to simulate diverse real world events and complex 

computational systems such as Grid Computing e t c.  Monte-

Carlo simulation was applied to the large Hydron Collider 

(developed in Geneva) grid in order to allow scientist around 

the world analyze data from the proto-proton collision [14]. It 

is said that the data collected from the collision will enable 

scientist to know the origin of mass in the universe as well as 

discovery new spatial dimensions. 

Simul8 is a computer software application that is use for 

discrete event simulation. It allows the user to create a visual 

model of the system being investigated by drawing objects 

directly on the screen [17]. It consist of working tools which 

are displayed by animation on the screen so that the 

“correctness of the model can be assessed before simulation 

can be undertaken” [6]. According to [20], as an object-

oriented modeling tool, Simul8 incorporates programming 

language and model visualization capabilities that enables it to 

create accurate flexible and robust simulations more rapidly. 

Simul8 has been use successfully to simulate most aspect of 

real life discrete event systems. [25] carried out an experiment 

by using Simul8 application package to simulate the number 

of airplanes taken off and landing at a specific time frame, at 

Heathrow Airport London; by speeding the process with the 

aid of Desktop Grid Computing. The out-come of the 

experiment shows that desktop grid can actually speed up the 

process of simul8 

4. CHILD MORTALITY BIRTH AND 

Death RATE IN WEST AFRICAN 

COUNTRIES 
Child mortality rate in Africa is in the increase compared to 

any other continent. Particularly, West African countries 

experience child mortality two to three times higher than 

neighboring countries in the Northern and Southern African 

[9]. Several factors have been acknowledged as the basis of 

child survival at birth. These include environmental factors, 

maternal sensitization, and socioeconomic factor e t c.  Child 

death rate is caused by premature and low birth weight 

infants, diseases, delivery complications and the pace of child 

bearing. In particular, short preceding birth intervals are 

believed to increase infant’s risk of mortality because the 

mother’s nutritional reserves have not fully recovered from 

previous birth [9]. [40], conceived that most child mortality 

death is cause by several diseases which are environmental 

oriented. These include poor sewage disposal system, 

inadequate supply of clean drinkable water are a major causes 

of typhoid, malarial, and cholera which are prevalent in the 

West African sub-region.  

 

According to [7], in 2012 6.6 million children died before 

reaching their fifth birthday, mostly from preventable causes 

and treatable diseases, even though the knowledge and 

technologies for life-saving interventions are available. 

Research shows that 15 percent of the 6.6million death, is 

from West African sub –region. The latest data from World 

Health Organization (WHO) in the year 2013 shows that West 

Africa has the world’s highest under five mortality rates. West 

African region comprises of twelve six countries which 

includes Nigeria, Ghana, Chad, Benin Republic, Cameroun, 

Niger Togo e t c.  Record shows that infant under the age of 

five mortality rate stands at 100 or more deaths per 1,000 live 

births are in West Africa Region [44]. In other words, one out 

of every eleven children born in West Africa dies before the 

age of 5. This is nearly 15 times the average rate (1 in 159) in 

high- income countries (REF).  

Due to the incessant child mortality death rate in the region, 

Government agencies from this region  and some NGO’s have 

come together to find a means of monitoring and preventing 

the scourge. United Nations inter-agency group for Mortality 

Estimation (UNIGME) was formulated in 2014 to share data 

on child mortality, harmonize estimates within the UN 

system, and improve methods in other to enhance country 

capacity to produce timely assessed estimates of child 

Mortality death rate [7]. Predicting Child mortality death and 

birth rate requires a system for counting the number of live 

births. Presently, only one in eight of the world’s deaths and 

births are accounted for. Also, the causes of death are 

identified and recorded accurately. Most developing countries 

use surveys of a limited sample of households to produce 

child mortality birth and death statistics. West African 

countries Lack vital registration system which leads to 

inadequate child mortality death rate information to support 

sound public health decision making in the region. 

5. RESEARCH  METHODOLOGY 
The researcher decided to formulate a methodology called 

Infosye Research Framework that would enable the 

actualization the research goal. Infosye Research Framework 

comprise of five distinctive stages which includes Description 

of Existing System, Challenges of the Existing System, 

Propose System Solution, Propose System Architectural 

Design and Recommendation. This stages are executed in a 

chronological order, whereby the first stage most be 

completely executed before the next stage until the entire 

stages are executed completely.  

The first stage enables us to analyze and describe the 

characteristics of the existing system under study. That of the 

second stage gives an overview of the challenges of the 

existing system by stating the cause of these flaws. The third 

stage enables the researcher to propose a system solution that 

would resolve drastically the challenges of existing system. 

Information on how the proposes system will resolve the 

challenges are discussed at length at this stage. That of the 

fourth stage consist of the propose system design, showcasing 

how it would enhance the performance of the existing.  The 

fifth stage enable the researcher to make some 

recommendation to an audience who may be interested in the 

propose system solution. See Diagram below for more insight.  
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Figure 1: Infosye research framework 

5.1 Description of the Existing System 
A quarter of the world’s births take place in West African 

countries where there are no complete civil registration 

system at all. Most of them uses corrected statistics, and in 

other cases predicted statics. Corrected statistics are based on 

survey data, adjusted in various ways to deal with missing 

data bias and different data collection methods predicted [32]. 

Statistics are presented for around one third of the countries 

with no recent, nationally representative surveys. Predicted 

child mortality birth and death estimates are generated by a 

statistical model, implemented in most West African 

countries.  

Another method used for estimating child birth and death rate 

is called Sample Registration System. It is used to conduct a 

large scale demographic survey across the communities in the 

country. Births and Deaths within the sample population are 

constantly recorded by an enumerator. Another existing 

system for predicting child mortality birth/death rate is called 

Regression Technique. [34] employ Regression technique in 

their research study to predict child birth and death rate in 

Nigeria. This technique works by relying on data feedback 

from survey conducted either with questionnaire or 

observation across the communities in some parts of these 

countries. These data feedback are then estimated and analyze 

using a mathematical method called Regression Technique. 

5.2 Challenges of the Existing System 
Because of the uncertainty surrounding estimates derives from 

statistical model, predicted values are not appropriate for 

monitoring trends [22]. In order words, it is elusive to 

determine the estimates number of birth/death occurred in 

these developing countries. Leading to lack of accurate data 

that could be use to predict and monitor the trends as a 

preventive measure to curtail it. Regression technique relies 

heavily on feedbacks. Data collated from feedback are not 

validated to be accurate due to the fact that it is prone to 

human errors during data collection exercise. According to 

[34], the quality of Sample Registration System has also been 

questioned due to its flaws. This is due to the fact it is limited 

to a specific region. In order words, it only covers a nationally 

representative sample of the population rather than the 

population as a whole. 

5.3 Propose System Solution 
There are two possible Desktop Grid middleware Model that 

can be use to resolve the issues discussed which are called 

push and pull model. Push model is an approach that relies on 

publishes, subscribes and distributed paradigm. The publisher 

sends events and messages to an unknown group of 

participants [32]. The pull model is based on the request and 

response paradigm. This approach is typically used to perform 

data polling. The push model is the researcher’s choice due to 

its efficiency, “no network or hardware failures, no disk space 

shortage and no service failure e t c” [25].  

The propose system would comprise of five work stations 

(Personal Computer System) namely Dispatcher, worker A, 

worker B, worker C and worker D. the dispatcher will initiate 

connections to the four workers. If connection is successfully 

established, the dispatcher will then splits job (to compute the 

total number of child mortality birth and death rate within a 

specific period e g. 2015 to 2020) into fragments and send 

these fragments of jobs to the four workers to execute. Each 

of these workers is expected to execute the job allocated to 

them independently without relying on one another.  Upon 

completion of the fragmented jobs by each worker, are 

forward back to the dispatcher which in turn relay the 

completed job to Simul8.  

The execution process i.e. how the workers are executing their 

task will be captured live with the aid of Simul8 software 

application and the expected estimated result (total estimate 

amount of child mortality birth and death). In other worlds, all 

the processes of the Desktop Grid middleware would be 

simulated and displayed by Simul8. Simlu8 will continuously 

present number of child that would be put to birth and the 

number of child that would die after birth, in respect to the 

period of time indicated. With this system in place, medical 

personnel can accurately predict in split seconds the total 

number of child to be put to birth or that would die after birth 

within a stipulated period of time in (e g. from 2015 to 2020). 

See Propose System Design below for more insight. 

5.4 System Architectural Design 
The diagram below showcase the design of the propose 

system solution. It comprise of different components and how 

these components are related together.   

The Job Portal is a sub class or a special method of the 

Dispatcher. Its responsibility is to enable the entry of number 

of child birth and death per hour and the estimated timeframe 

(e g. 2015 to 2030). The job to be executed is the computation 

of the estimated total number of child birth and death rate 

between 2015 and 2030. The job is then divided into 

fragments and dispatched to the workers to execute. Each 

worker processes its own job fragment and then returns the 

result back to the dispatcher. Immediately the workers receive 

jobs from the dispatcher, Smul8 is triggered. The 

responsibility of Simul8 is to display computation process of 

the job and then present the estimated total number of child 

birth and death rate within the specified timeframe (2015 to 

2030). Other information relating to the computational 

process is also simulated by Simul8. The schema at the top 

left corner of the design indicates the interactions between the 

dispatcher and the workers. With this system in place, 

prediction of child mortality birth and death rate within a 

period of time (for instance, from 2015 to 2050) can be 
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achieved in split seconds or minutes. Because of the 

computation process will be executed by the combination of 

processing power of four computer systems. In order words, 

Simul8 process is speed up by the computational power of the 

combined PCs (Workers) to achieve the expected result.  

The main benefit of the propose system is that, it will 

drastically reduce time and difficulty that are associated with 

complex computation. For instance, if we want to find out the  

estimated total number of child mortality birth and death rate 

in West African region from 2016 to 2096, the system can 

actually speed up the computational process  and the result 

obtained in seconds or minutes.  Also, the propose system is 

fault tolerant. The breakdown of one worker cannot halt the 

execution process. Peradventure one of the worker 

breakdowns during process execution, its job fragment will be 

re-allocated to the other available workers to be processed and 

the desired result will also be achieved within a limited time. 

See architectural model below for more insight. 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2: Proposed system architectural design 

 

5.5 Recommendation 
Clinicians, Government Agencies, United Nations inter-

agency group for Mortality Estimation (UNIGME), World 

Health Organization, UNICEF, and other humanitarian NGOs 

across West African State should invest or acquire the 

working model of the proposed system. As it will go a long 

way to reduce complex computational stress drastically, 

thereby providing estimated results (total number of Child 

Mortality Birth and Death rate within specified period of 

time) as quick as possible. The result achieved will enable the 

efficient monitoring and control of the prevalent Child 

Mortality Birth and Death rate in the West African region. 

Also, the propose system could be acquire by other sub 

regional countries around the World especially developing 

countries in the Asian continents and its environs. These 

agencies (Clinicians, Government Agencies, United Nations 

Inter-Agency Group for Mortality Estimation (UNIGME) e t 

c) tends to benefit tremendously from the propose system due 

to its processing power and robustness to execute complex 

computational task.  

In conclusion, developing such complex computational 

system is elusive. However, the researcher as formulated a 

model that may enable the implementation of the proposed 

system solution. Prior to the research study, challenges were 

encountered. One of these challenges faced is the acquisition 

of Simul8 Software Application to ease the smooth simulation 

of the process under study (Prediction of Child Mortality 
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Birth/Death rate in West Africa). However, the process was 

simulated with the tools that are available to the researcher. 

Other challenges encountered are lack of computational 

infrastructure and research materials such as articles e t c.  

In the future, the researcher intends to develop a working 

model of the proposed system solution. The working model 

would be implemented in a way that the grid middleware will 

consists of numerous workers. In order words, it will not be 

restricted to only four workers as illustrated in the design 

model, but will comprise of unlimited workers. Actual Simul8 

software package will be employed to simulate the 

computational process as well as displaying expected results 

simultaneously. 
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